Why Scientific Knowledge is Still the Best: Another Reply to Wills It is common knowledge among scholars and researchers that the norms of academic research dictate that one must enter an academic conversation by properly acknowledging, citing, and engaging with the work done by other scholars and researchers in the field, thereby showing that a larger conversation is taking place. See, for example, Graff and Birkenstein (2018, 1-18) on "entering the conversation." Properly "entering the conversation" is especially important when one aims to criticize the work done by other scholars and researchers in the field. In my previous reply to Bernard Wills' attack on Weak Scientism (Wills 2018a), I point out that Wills fails in his job as a scholar who aims to criticize work done by other scholars and researchers in the field (Mizrahi 2018b, 41), since Wills does not cite or engage with the paper in which I defend Weak Scientism originally (Mizrahi 2017a), the very thesis he seeks to attack. Moreover, he does not cite or engage with the papers in my exchange with Christopher Brown (Mizrahi 2017b; 2018a), not to mention other works in the literature on scientism. In his latest attack, even though he claims to be a practitioner of "close reading" (Wills 2018b, 34), it appears that Wills still has not bothered to read the paper in which I defend the thesis he seeks to attack (Mizrahi 2017a), or any of the papers in my exchange with Brown (Mizrahi 2017b; 2018a), as evidenced by the fact that he does not cite them at all. To me, these are not only signs of lazy scholarship but also an indication that Wills has no interest in engaging with my arguments for Weak Scientism in good faith. For these reasons, this will be my second and final response to Wills. I have neither the time nor the patience to debate lazy scholars who argue in bad faith. On the Quantitative Superiority of Scientific Knowledge In response to my empirical data on the superiority of scientific knowledge over non-scientific knowledge in terms of research output and research impact (Mizrahi 2017a, 357-359; Mizrahi 2018a, 20-22; Mizrahi 2018b, 42-44), Wills (2018b, 34) claims that he has "no firm opinion at all as to whether the totality of the sciences have produced more 'stuff' than the totality of the humanities between 1997 and 2017 and the reason is that I simply don't care." I would like to make a few points in reply. First, the sciences produce more published research, not just "stuff." Wills' use of the non-count noun 'stuff' is misleading because it suggests that research output cannot be counted or measured. However, research output (as well as research impact) can be counted and measured, which is why we can use this measure to determine that scientific research (or knowledge) is better than non-scientific research (or knowledge). Second, my defense of Weak Scientism consists of a quantitative argument and a qualitative argument, thereby showing that scientific knowledge is superior to non-scientific knowledge both quantitatively and qualitatively, which are the two ways in which one thing can be said to be better than another (Mizrahi 2017a, 354). If Wills really does not care about the quantitative argument for Weak Scientism, as he claims, then why is he attacking my defense of Weak Scientism at all? After all, showing that "scientific knowledge is [quantitatively] better – in terms of research output (i.e. more publications) and research impact (i.e. more citations) – than non-scientific knowledge" is an integral part of my defense of Weak Scientism (Mizrahi 2017a, 358). To know that, however, Wills would have to read the paper in which I make these 2 arguments for Weak Scientism (Mizrahi 2017a). In his (2018a) and (2018b), I see no evidence that Wills has read, let alone read closely, that paper. Third, for someone who says that he "simply [doesn't] care" about quantity (Wills 2018b, 34), Wills sure talks about it a lot. For example, Wills claims that a "German professor once told [him] that in the first half of the 20th Century there were 40,000 monographs on Franz Kafka alone!" (Wills 2018a, 18) and that "Shakespeare scholars have all of us beat" (Wills 2018a, 18). Wills' unsupported claims about quantity turn out to be false, of course, as I show in my previous reply (Mizrahi 2018b, 42-44). Readers will notice that Wills does not even try to defend those claims in his (2018b). Fourth, whether Wills cares about quantity or has opinions on the matter is completely beside the point. With all due respect, Wills' opinions about research output in academic disciplines are worthless, especially when we have data on research output in scientific and nonscientific disciplines. The data show that scientific disciplines produce more research than nonscientific disciplines and that scientific research has a greater impact than non-scientific research (Mizrahi 2017a, 357-359; Mizrahi 2018a, 20-22; Mizrahi 2018b, 42-44). Wills (2018b, 35) thinks that the following is a problem for Weak Scientism: "what if it were true that Shakespeare scholars produced more papers than physicists?" (original emphasis) Lacking in good arguments, as in his previous attack on Weak Scientism, Wills resorts to making baseless accusations and insults, calling me "an odd man" for thinking that literature would be better than physics in his hypothetical scenario (Wills 2018b, 35). But this is not a problem for Weak Scientism at all and there is nothing "odd" about it. What Wills fails to understand is that Weak Scientism is not supposed to be a necessary truth. That is, Weak Scientism does not state that scientific knowledge must be quantitatively and qualitatively better than non-scientific knowledge. Rather, Weak Scientism is a contingent fact about the state of academic research. As a matter of fact, scientific disciplines produce better research than non-scientific disciplines do. Moreover, the data we have (Mizrahi 2017a, 357-359; Mizrahi 2018a, 20-22; Mizrahi 2018b, 4244) give us no reason to think that these trends in research output and research impact are likely to change any time soon. Of course, if Wills had read my original defense of Weak Scientism (Mizrahi 2017a), and my replies to Brown, he would have known that I have discussed all of this already (Mizrahi 2017b, 9-10; 2018a, 9-13). Likewise, contrary to what Wills (2018b, 36, footnote 2) seems to think, there is nothing odd about arguing for a thesis according to which academic research produced by scientific disciplines is superior to academic research produced by non-scientific disciplines, "while leaving open the question whether non-scientific knowledge outside the academy may be superior to science" (original emphasis). If Wills were familiar with the literature on scientism, he would have been aware of the common distinction between "internal scientism" and "external scientism." See, for example, Stenmark's (1997, 16-18) distinction between "academic-internal scientism" and "academic-external scientism" as well as Peels (2018, 28-56) on the difference between "academic scientism" and "universal scientism." Again, a serious scholar would have made sure that he or she is thoroughly familiar with the relevant literature before attacking a research paper that aims to make a contribution to that literature (Graff and Birkenstein 2018, 118). 3 Wills also seems to be unaware of the fact that my quantitative argument for Weak Scientism consists of two parts: (a) showing that scientific research output is greater than nonscientific research output, and (b) showing that the research impact of scientific research is greater than that of non-scientific research (Mizrahi 2017a, 356-358). The latter is measured, not just by publications, but also by citations. Wills does not address this point about research impact in his attacks on Weak Scientism. Since he seems to be proud of his publication record, for he tells me I should search for his published papers on Google (Wills 2018b, 35), let me to illustrate this point about research impact by comparing Wills' publication record to a colleague of his from a science department at his university. According to Google Scholar, since completing his doctorate in Religious Studies at McMaster University in 2003, Wills has published ten research articles (excluding book reviews). One of his research articles was cited three times, and three of his research articles were cited one time each. That is six citations in total. On the other hand, his colleague from the Physics program at Memorial University, Dr. Svetlana Barkanova, has published 23 research articles between 2003 and 2018, and those articles were cited 53 times. Clearly, in the same time, a physicist at Wills' university has produced more research than he did (130% more research), and her research has had a greater impact than his (783% more impact). As I have argued in my (2017a), this is generally the case when research produced by scientific disciplines is compared to research produced by non-scientific disciplines (Table 1). Table 1. H Index by subject area, 1999-2018 (Source: Scimago Journal & Country Rank) H Index Physics 927 Psychology 682 Philosophy 161 Literature 67 Reflecting on One's Own Knowledge In his first attack on Weak Scientism, Wills (2018a, 23) claims that one "can produce a potential infinity of knowledge simply by reflecting recursively on the fact of [one's] own existence." In response, I pointed out that Wills (2018a, 23) himself admits that this reflexive procedure applies to "ANY fact" (original capitalization), which means that it makes no difference in terms of the quantity of knowledge produced in scientific versus non-scientific disciplines. As I have come to expect from him, Wills (2018b, 35) resorts to name-calling again, rather than giving good arguments, calling my response "sophism," but he seems to miss the basic logical point, even though he admits again that extending one's knowledge by reflexive self-reflection "can be done with any proposition at all" (Wills 2018b, 35). Of course, if "it can be done with any proposition 4 at all" (Wills 2018b, 35; emphasis added), then it can be done with scientific propositions as well, for the set of all propositions includes scientific propositions. To illustrate, suppose that a scientist knows that p and a non-scientist knows that q. Quantitatively, the amount of scientific and non-scientific knowledge is equal in this instance (1 = 1). Now the scientist reflects on her own knowledge that p and comes to know that she knows that p, i.e., she knows that Kp. Similarly, the non-scientist reflects on her knowledge that q and comes to know that she knows that q, i.e., she knows that Kq. Notice that, quantitatively, nothing has changed, i.e., the amount of scientific versus non-scientific knowledge is still equal: two items of scientific knowledge (p and Kp) and two items of non-scientific knowledge (q and Kq). Wills might be tempted to retort that p may be an item of scientific knowledge but Kp is not because it is not knowledge that is produced by scientific procedures. However, if Wills were to retort in this way, then it would be another indication of sloppy scholarship on his part. In my original paper (Mizrahi 2017a, 356), and in my replies to Brown (Mizrahi 2017b, 12-14; Mizrahi 2018a, 14-15), I discuss at great length my characterization of disciplinary knowledge as knowledge produced by practitioners in the field. I will not repeat those arguments here. Baseless Accusations of Racism and Colonialism After raising questions about whether I am merely rationalizing my "privilege" (Wills 2018a, 19), Wills now says that his baseless accusations of racism and colonialism are "not personal" (Wills 2018b, 35). His concern, Wills (2018b, 35) claims, is "systemic racism" (original emphasis). As a white man, Wills has the chutzpah to explain (or white-mansplain, if you will) to me, an immigrant from the Middle East, racism and colonialism. My people were the victims of ethnic cleansing and genocide, lived under British colonial rule, and are still a persecuted minority group. Since some of my ancestors died fighting the British mandate, I do not appreciate using the term 'colonialism' to describe academic disputes that are trifle in comparison to the atrocities brought about by racism and colonialism. Perhaps Wills should have used (or meant to use) the term 'imperialism', since it is sometimes used to describe the expansion of a scientific theory into new domains (Dupré 1994). This is another sign of Wills' lack of familiarity with the literature on scientism. Be that as it may, Wills continues to assert without argument that my "defense of weak-scientism is ideologically loaded," that it implies "the exclusion of various others such as women or indigenous peoples from the socially sanctioned circle of knowers," and that I make "hegemonic claims for science from which [I] stand to benefit" (Wills 2018b, 36). In response, I must admit that I have no idea what sort of "ideologies" Weak Scientism is supposed to be loaded with, since Wills does not say what those are. Wills (2018b, 36) asserts without argument that "the position [I] take on scientism has social, political and monetary implications," but he does not specify those implications. Nor does he show how social and political implications (whatever those are) are supposed to follow from the epistemic thesis of Weak Scientism (Mizrahi 2017a, 353). I am also not sure why Wills thinks that Weak Scientism implies "the exclusion of various others such as women or indigenous peoples from the socially sanctioned circle of knowers" (Wills 2018b, 36), since he provides no arguments for these assertions. Of course, Weak Scientism entails that there is non-scientific knowledge (Mizrahi 5 2018b, 41). If there is non-scientific knowledge, then there are non-scientific knowers. In that case, on Weak Scientism, non-scientists are not excluded from "the circle of knowers." In other words, on Weak Scientism, the circle of knowers includes non-scientists, which can be women and people of color, of course (recall Dr. Svetlana Barkanova). Contrary to what Wills seems to think, then, Weak Scientism cannot possibly entail "the exclusion of various others such as women or indigenous peoples from the socially sanctioned circle of knowers" (Wills 2018b, 36). In fact, if it is "the exclusion of various others" that Wills (2018b, 36) is genuinely concerned about, then he is undoubtedly aware of the fact that it is precisely white men like him who are guilty of systematically excluding "various others," such as women (Paxton et al. 2012) and people of color (Botts et al. 2014), from the academic discipline of philosophy (American Philosophical Association 2014). As anyone who is familiar with the academic discipline of philosophy knows, "philosophy faces a serious diversity problem" (Van Norden 2017b, 5). As Amy Ferrer (2012), Executive Director of the American Philosophical Association (APA), put it on Brian Leiter's blog, Leiter Reports: philosophy is one of the least diverse humanities fields, and indeed one of the least diverse fields in all of academia, in terms of gender, race, and ethnicity. Philosophy has a reputation for not only a lack of diversity but also an often hostile climate for women and minorities (emphasis added). In light of the lack of diversity in academic philosophy, some have gone as far as arguing that contemporary philosophy is racist and xenophobic; otherwise, argues Bryan Van Norden (2017a), it is difficult to explain "the fact that the rich philosophical traditions of China, India, Africa, and the Indigenous peoples of the Americas are completely ignored by almost all philosophy departments in both Europe and the English-speaking world." In fact, Wills' attacks on Weak Scientism illustrate how white men like him attempt to keep philosophy white and "foreigner-free" (Cherry and Schwitzgebel 2016). They do so by citing and discussing the socalled "greats," which are almost exclusively Western men. Citations are rather scarce in Wills' replies, but when he cites, he only cites "the greats," like Aristotle and Augustine (see Schwitzgebel et al. 2018 on the "Insularity of Anglophone Philosophy"). As for his claim that I "stand to benefit" (Wills 2018b, 36) from my defense of Weak Scientism, I have no idea what Wills is talking about. I had no idea that History and Philosophy of Science (HPS) and Science and Technology Studies (STS) "can often assert hegemony over other discourses" (Wills 2018b, 36). I bet this will come as a surprise to other HPS and STS scholars and researchers. They will probably be shocked to learn that they have that kind of power over other academic disciplines. More importantly, even if it were true that I "stand to benefit" (Wills 2018b, 36) from my defense of Weak Scientism, nothing about the merit of my defense of Weak Scientism would follow from that. That is, to argue that Weak Scientism must be false because I stand to benefit from it being true is to argue fallaciously. In particular, it is an informal fallacy of the circumstantial ad hominem type known as "poisoning the well," which "alleges that the person has a hidden agenda or something to gain and is therefore not an honest or objective arguer" (Walton and Krabbe 1995, 111). It is as fallacious as arguing that climate change is not real 6 because climate scientists stand to benefit from climate research or that MMR vaccines are not safe (e.g., cause autism) because medical researchers stand to benefit from such vaccines (Offit 2008, 213-214). These are the sort of fallacious arguments that are typically made by those who are ignorant of the relevant science or are arguing in bad faith. In fact, the same sort of fallacious reasoning can be used to attack any scholar or researcher in any field of inquiry whatsoever, including Wills. For instance, just as my standing to benefit from defending Weak Scientism is supposed to be a reason to believe that Weak Scientism is false, or Paul Offit's standing to gain from MMR vaccines is supposed to be a reason to believe that such vaccines are not safe, Wills' standing to benefit from his attacks on Weak Scientism (e.g., by protecting his position as a Humanities professor) would be a reason to believe that his attacks on Weak Scientism are flawed. Indeed, the administrators at Wills' university would have a reason to dismiss his argument for a pay raise on the grounds that he stands to benefit from it (Van Vleet 2011, 16). Of course, such reasoning is fallacious no matter who is the target. Either MMR vaccines are safe and effective or they are not regardless of whether Offit stands to benefit from them. Climate change is real whether climate scientists stand to benefit from doing climate research. Likewise, Weak Scientism is true or false whether or not I stand to benefit from defending it. Revisiting the Joyce Scholar Wills (2018b, 36) returns to his example of the Joyce scholar as an example of non-scientific knowledge "that come[s] from an academic context." As I have already pointed out in my previous reply (Mizrahi 2018b, 41-42), it appears that Wills fails to grasp the difference between Strong Scientism and Weak Scientism. Only Strong Scientism rules out knowledge that is not scientific. On Weak Scientism, there is both scientific and non-scientific knowledge. Consequently, examples of non-scientific knowledge from academic disciplines other than scientific ones do not constitute evidence against Weak Scientism. Relatedly, Wills claims to have demonstrated that I vacillate between Strong Scientism and Weak Scientism and cites page 22 of his previous attack (Wills 2018a, 22). Here is how Wills (2018a, 22) argues that I vacillate between Strong Scientism and Weak Scientism: Perhaps it is the awareness of such difficulties that leads Mizhari [sic] to his stance of 'Weak Scientism'. It is not a stance he himself entirely sticks to. Some of his statements imply the strong version of scientism as when he tells us the [sic] knowledge is "the scholarly work or research produced in scientific fields of study, such as the natural sciences, as opposed to non-scientific fields, such as the humanities" [Mizrahi 2018a, 22]. However, the full passage Wills cites as evidence of my vacillation between Strong Scientism and Weak Scientism is from the conclusion of my second reply to Brown (Mizrahi 2018a) and it reads as follows: At this point, I think it is quite clear that Brown and I are talking past each other on a couple of levels. First, I follow scientists (e.g., Weinberg 1994, 166-190) and philosophers (e.g., Haack 2007, 17-18 and Peels 2016, 2462) on both sides of the 7 scientism debate in treating philosophy as an academic discipline or field of study, whereas Brown (2017b, 18) insists on thinking about philosophy as a personal activity of "individual intellectual progress." Second, I follow scientists (e.g., Hawking and Mlodinow 2010, 5) and philosophers (e.g., Kidd 2016, 12-13 and Rosenberg 2011, 307) on both sides of the scientism debate in thinking about knowledge as the scholarly work or research produced in scientific fields of study, such as the natural sciences, as opposed to non-scientific fields of study, such as the humanities, whereas Brown insists on thinking about philosophical knowledge as personal knowledge. Clearly, in this passage, I am talking about how 'knowledge' is understood in the scientism debate, specifically, that knowledge is the published research or scholarship produced by practitioners in academic disciplines (see also Mizrahi 2017a, 353). I am not saying that nonscientific disciplines do not produce knowledge. How anyone can interpret this passage as evidence of vacillation between Strong Scientism and Weak Scientism is truly beyond me. To me, this amounts to "contextomy" (McGlone 2005), and thus further evidence of arguing in bad faith on Wills' part. Wills also misunderstands, as in his previous attack on Weak Scientism, the epistemic properties of unity, coherence, simplicity, and testability, and their role in the context of hypothesis testing and theory choice. For he seems to think that "a masterful exposition of Portrait of the Artist as Young Man will show the unity, coherence and simplicity of the work's design to the extent that these are artistically desired features" (Wills 2018b, 36). Here Wills is equivocating on the meaning of the terms 'unity', 'coherence', and 'simplicity'. There is a difference between the epistemic and the artistic senses of these terms. For example, when it comes to novels, such as A Portrait of the Artist as Young Man, 'simplicity' may refer to literary style and language. When it comes to explanations or theories, however, 'simplicity' refers to the number of entities posited or assumptions taken for granted (Mizrahi 2016). Clearly, those are two different senses of 'simplicity' and Wills is equivocating on the two. As far as Weak Scientism is concerned, it is the epistemic sense of these terms that is of interest to us. Perhaps Wills fails to realize that Weak Scientism is an epistemic thesis because he has not read my (2017a), where I sketch the arguments for this thesis, or at least has not read it carefully enough despite claiming to be a practitioner of "close reading" (Wills 2018b, 34). When he says that the Joyce scholar "tests [what he says] against the text," Wills (2018b, 37) reveals his misunderstanding of testability once again. On Wills' description of the work done by the Joyce scholar, what the Joyce scholar is doing amounts to accommodation, not novel prediction. I have already discussed this point in my previous reply to Wills (Mizrahi 2018b, 47) and I referred him to a paper in which I explain the difference between accommodation and novel prediction (Mizrahi 2012). But it appears that Wills has no interest in reading the works I cite in my replies to his attacks. Perhaps a Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy entry on the difference between accommodation and prediction would be more accessible (Barnes 2018). Wills finds it difficult to see how the work of the Joyce scholar can be improved by drawing on the methods of the sciences. As Wills (2018b, 37) writes, "What in this hermeneutic process would be improved by 'scientific method' as Mizrahi describes it? Where does the Joyce scholar need to draw testable consequences from a novel hypothesis and test it with an 8 experiment?" (original emphasis) Because he sees no way the work of the Joyce scholar can benefit from the application of scientific methodologies, Wills thinks it follows that I have no choice but to say that the work of the Joyce scholar does not count as knowledge. As Wills (2018b, 37) writes, "It seems to me that only option for Mizrahi here is to deny that the Joyce scholar knows anything (beyond the bare factual information) and this means, alas, that his position once again collapses into strong scientism." It should be clear, however, that this is a non sequitur. Even if it is true that scientific methodologies are of no use to the Joyce scholar, it does not follow that the work of the Joyce scholar does not count as knowledge. Again, Weak Scientism is the view that scientific knowledge is better than non-scientific knowledge. This means that scientists produce knowledge using scientific methods, whereas non-scientists produce knowledge using nonscientific methods, it's just that scientists produce better knowledge using scientific methods that are superior to non-scientific methods in terms of the production of knowledge. Non-scientists can use scientific methods to produce knowledge in their fields of inquiry. But even if they do not use scientific methods in their work, on Weak Scientism, the research they produce still counts as knowledge. Moreover, it is not the case that scientific methodologies are of no use to literary scholars. Apparently, Wills is unaware of the interdisciplinary field in which the methods of computer science and data science are applied to the study of history, literature, and philosophy known as the "Digital Humanities." Becoming familiar with work in Digital Humanities will help Wills understand what it means to use scientific methods in a literary context. Since I have already discussed all of this in my original paper (Mizrahi 2017a) and in my replies to Brown (Mizrahi 2017b; 2018a), I take this as another reason to think that Wills has not read those papers (or at least has not read them carefully enough). To me, this is a sign that he is not interested in engaging with Weak Scientism in good faith, especially since my (2017a) and my replies to Brown are themselves instances of the use of methods from data science in HPS, and since I have cited two additional examples of work I have done with Zoe Ashton that illustrates how philosophy can be improved by the introduction of scientific methods (Ashton and Mizrahi 2018a and 2018b). Again, it appears that Wills did not bother to read (let alone read closely) the works I cite in my replies to his attacks. Toward the end of his discussion of the Joyce scholar, Wills (2018b, 37) says that using scientific methods "may mean better knowledge in many cases." If he accepts that using scientific methods "may mean better knowledge in many cases" (Wills 2018b, 37), then Wills thereby accepts Weak Scientism as well. For to say that using scientific methods "may mean better knowledge in many cases" (Wills 2018b, 37) is to say that scientific knowledge is generally better than non-scientific knowledge. Of course, there are instances of bad science, just as there are instances of bad scholarship in any academic discipline. Generally speaking, however, research done by scientists using the methods of science will likely be better (i.e., quantitatively better in terms of research output and research impact as well as qualitatively better in terms of explanatory, predictive, and instrumental success) than research done by nonscientists using non-scientific methods. That is Weak Scientism and, perhaps unwittingly, Wills seems to have accepted it by granting that using scientific methods "may mean better knowledge in many cases" (Wills 2018b, 37). 9 Inference to the Best Explanation In my (2017a), as well as in my replies to Brown (Mizrahi 2017b; 2018a) and to Wills (Mizrahi 2018b), I have argued that Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE) is used in both scientific and non-scientific disciplines. As McCain and Poston (2017, 1) put it: Explanatory reasoning is quite common. Not only are rigorous inferences to the best explanation (IBE) used pervasively in the sciences, explanatory reasoning is virtually ubiquitous in everyday life. It is not a stretch to say that we implement explanatory reasoning in a way that is "so routine and automatic that it easily goes unnoticed" [Douven 2017]. Once this point is acknowledged, it becomes clear that, when judged by the criteria of good explanations, such as unity, coherence, simplicity, and testability, scientific IBEs are generally better than non-scientific IBEs (Mizrahi 2017a, 360; Mizrahi 2017b, 19-20; Mizrahi 2018a, 17; Mizrahi 2018b, 46-47). In response, Wills tells the story of his daughter who has attempted to reason abductively in class once. Wills (2018b, 38) begins by saying "Let me go back to my daughter," even though it is the first time he mentions her in his (2018b), and then goes on to say that she once explained "how Scriabin created [the Prometheus] chord" to the satisfaction of her classmates. But how is this supposed to be evidence against Weak Scientism? In my (2017a), I discuss how IBE is used in non-scientific disciplines and I even give an example from literature (Mizrahi 2017a, 361). Apparently, Wills is unaware of that, which I take to be another indication that he has not read the paper that defends the thesis he seeks to criticize. Again, to quote Wills (2018b, 38) himself, "All disciplines use abduction," so to give an example of IBE from a nonscientific discipline does nothing at all to undermine Weak Scientism. According to Weak Scientism, all academic disciplines produce knowledge, and many of them do so by using IBE, it's just that scientific IBEs are better than non-scientific IBEs. Wills asserts without argument that, in non-scientific disciplines, there is no need to test explanations even when IBE is used to produce knowledge. As Wills (2018b, 38) writes, "All disciplines use abduction, true, but they do not all arrive at the 'best explanation' by the same procedures." For Wills (2018b, 38), his daughter did not need to test her hypothesis about "how Scriabin created [the Prometheus] chord." Wills does not tell us what the hypothesis in question actually is, so it is hard to tell whether it is testable or not. To claim that it doesn't need to be tested, however, even when the argument for it is supposed to be an IBE, would be to misuse or abuse IBE rather than use it. That is, if one were to reason to the best explanation without judging competing explanations by the criteria of unity, coherence, simplicity, testability, and the like, then one would not be warranted in concluding that one's explanation is the best among those considered. That is just how IBE works (Psillos 2007). To say that an explanation is the best is to say that, among the competing explanations considered, it is the one that explains the most, leaves out the least, is consistent with background knowledge, is the least complicated, and yields independently testable predictions (Mizrahi 2017a, 360-362). 10 Wills (2018b, 39) seems to grant that "unity, simplicity and coherence" are good-making properties of explanations, but not testability. But why not testability? Why an explanation must be simple in order to be a good explanation, but not testable? Wills does not say. Again (Mizrahi 2018b, 47), I would urge Wills to consult logic and reasoning textbooks that discuss IBE. In those books, he will find that, in addition to unity, coherence, and simplicity, testability is one of the "characteristics that are necessary conditions for any explanation to qualify as being a reasonable empirical explanation" (Govier 2010, 300). In other words, IBE is itself the procedure by which knowledge is produced. This procedure consists of "an inference from observations and a comparison between competing hypotheses to the conclusion that one of those hypotheses best explains the observations" (Mizrahi 2018c). For example (Sinnott-Armstrong and Fogelin 2015, 196): (1) Observation: Your lock is broken and your valuables are missing. (2) Explanation: The hypothesis that your house has been burglarized, combined with previously accepted facts and principles, provides a suitably strong explanation of observation 1. (3) Comparison: No other hypothesis provides an explanation nearly as good as that in 2. (4) Conclusion: Your house was burglarized. As we can see, the procedure itself requires that we compare competing hypotheses. As I have mentioned already, "common standards for assessing explanations" (Sinnott-Armstrong and Fogelin 2015, 195) include unity, coherence, simplicity, and testability. This means that, if the hypothesis one favors as the best explanation for observation 1 cannot be tested, then one would not be justified in concluding that it is the best explanation, and hence probably true. That is simply how IBE works (Psillos 2007). Contrary to what Wills (2018b, 39) seems to think, those who reason abductively without comparing competing explanations by the criteria of unity, coherence, simplicity, and testability are not using IBE, they are misusing or abusing it (Mizrahi 2017a, 360-361). To reason abductively without testing your competing explanations is as fallacious as reasoning inductively without making sure that your sample is representative of the target population (Govier 2010, 258-262). The Defense Rests Fallacious reasoning, unfortunately, is what I have come to expect from Wills after reading and replying to his attacks on Weak Scientism. But this is forgivable, of course, given that we all fall prey to mistakes in reasoning on occasion. Even misspelling my last name several times (Wills 2018a, 18, 22, 24) is forgivable, so I accept Wills' (2018b, 39) apology. What is unforgivable, however, is lazy scholarship and arguing in bad faith. As I have argued above, Wills is guilty of both because, despite claiming to be a practitioner of "close reading" (Wills 2018b, 34), Wills has not read the paper in which I defend the thesis he seeks to attack (Mizrahi 2017a), or any of the papers in my exchange with Brown (Mizrahi 2017b; 2018a), as evidenced by the fact that he does not cite them at all (not to mention citing and engaging with other works on scientism). This explains why Wills completely misunderstands Weak Scientism and the arguments for the quantitative superiority (in terms of research output and research impact) as well as qualitative 11 superiority (in terms of explanatory, predictive, and instrumental success) of scientific knowledge over non-scientific knowledge. For these reasons, this is my second and final response to Wills. I have neither the time nor the patience to engage with lazy scholarship that was produced in bad faith. Acknowledgements I would like to thank Adam Riggio for inviting me to respond to Bernard Wills' second attack on Weak Scientism. Contact details: mmizrahi@fit.edu References Ashton, Zoe and Moti Mizrahi. "Intuition Talk is Not Methodologically Cheap: Empirically Testing the 'Received Wisdom' About Armchair Philosophy." Erkenntnis 83, no. 3 (2018a): 595-612. Ashton, Zoe and Moti Mizrahi. "Show Me the Argument: Empirically Testing the Armchair Philosophy Picture." Metaphilosophy 49, no. 1-2 (2018b): 58-70. American Philosophical Association. "Minorities in Philosophy." Data and Information on the Field of Philosophy. Accessed on August 13, 2018. http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.apaonline.org/resource/resmgr/data_on_profession/minorities_in_ philosophy.pdf. Barnes, Eric Christian. "Prediction versus Accommodation." In The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2018 Edition), edited by E. N. Zalta. Accessed on August 14, 2018. https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2018/entries/prediction-accommodation/. Botts, Tina Fernandes, Liam Kofi Bright, Myisha Cherry, Guntur Mallarangeng, and Quayshawn Spencer. "What Is the State of Blacks in Philosophy?" Critical Philosophy of Race 2, no. 2 (2014): 224-242. Cherry, Myisha and Eric Schwitzgebel. "Like the Oscars, #PhilosophySoWhite." Los Angeles Times, March 04, 2016. Accessed on August 13, 2018. http://www.latimes.com/opinion/oped/la-oe-0306-schwitzgebel-cherry-philosophy-so-white-20160306-story.html. Douven, Igor. "Abduction." In The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, edited by E. N. Zalta (Summer 2017 Edition). Accessed on August 14, 2018. https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2017/entries/abduction/. Dupré, John. "Against Scientific Imperialism." PSA: Proceedings of the Biennial Meeting of the Philosophy of Science Association 1994, no. 2 (1994): 374-381. 12 Ferrer, Amy. "What Can We Do about Diversity?" Leiter Reports: A Philosophy Blog, December 04, 2012. Accessed on August 13, 2018. http://leiterreports.typepad.com/blog/2012/12/what-can-we-do-about-diversity.html. Govier, Trudy. A Practical Study of Argument. Seventh Edition. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 2010. Graff, Gerald and Cathy Birkenstein. They Say/I Say: The Moves that Matter in Academic Writing. Fourth Edition. New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2018. Haack, Susan. Defending Science--within Reason: Between Scientism and Cynicism. New York: Prometheus Books, 2007. Hawking, Stephen and Leonard Mlodinow. The Grand Design. New York: Bantam Books, 2010. Kidd, I. J. "How Should Feyerabend Have Defended Astrology? A Reply to Pigliucci." Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective 5, no. 6 (2016): 11-17. McCain, Kevin and Ted Poston. "Best Explanations: An Introduction." In Best Explanations: New Essays on Inference to the Best Explanation, edited by K. McCain and T. Poston, 1-6. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. McGlone, Matthew S. "Contextomy: The Art of Quoting out of Context." Media, Culture & Society 27, no. 4 (2005): 511-522. Mizrahi, Moti. "Why the Ultimate Argument for Scientific Realism Ultimately Fails." Studies in the History and Philosophy of Science 43, no. 1 (2012): 132-138. Mizrahi, Moti. "Why Simpler Arguments are Better." Argumentation 30, no. 3 (2016): 247-261. Mizrahi, Moti. "What's So Bad about Scientism?" Social Epistemology 31, no. 4 (2017a): 351367. Mizrahi, Moti. "In Defense of Weak Scientism: A Reply to Brown." Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective 6, no. 11 (2017b): 9-22. Mizrahi, Moti. "More in Defense of Weak Scientism: Another Reply to Brown." Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective 7, no. 4 (2018a): 7-25. Mizrahi, Moti. "Weak Scientism Defended Once More." Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective 7, no. 6 (2018b): 41-50. Mizrahi, Moti. "The 'Positive Argument' for Constructive Empiricism and Inference to the Best Explanation. Journal for General Philosophy of Science (2018c): https://doi.org/10.1007/s10838-018-9414-3. 13 Offit, Paul A. Autism's False Prophets: Bad Science, Risky Medicine, and the Search for a Cure. New York: Columbia University Press, 2008. Paxton, Molly, Carrie Figdor, and Valerie Tiberius. "Quantifying the Gender Gap: An Empirical Study of the Underrepresentation of Women in Philosophy." Hypatia 27, no. 4 (2012): 949-957. Peels, Rik. "The Empirical Case Against Introspection." Philosophical Studies 17, no. 9 (2016): 2461-2485. Peels, Rik. "A Conceptual Map of Scientism." In Scientism: Prospects and Problems, edited by J. De Ridder, R. Peels, and R. Van Woudenberg, 28-56. New York: Oxford University Press, 2018. Psillos, Stathis. "The Fine Structure of Inference to the Best Explanation. Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 74, no. 2 (2007): 441-448. Rosenberg, Alexander. The Atheist's Guide to Reality: Enjoying Life Without Illusions. New York: W. W. Norton, 2011. Scimago Journal & Country Rank. "Subject Bubble Chart." SJR: Scimago Journal & Country Rank. Accessed on August 13, 2018. http://www.scimagojr.com/mapgen.php?maptype=bc&country=US&y=citd. Schwitzgebel, Eric, Linus Ta-Lun Huang, Andrew Higgins, Ivan Gonzalez-Cabrera. "The Insularity of Anglophone Philosophy: Quantitative Analyses." Philosophical Papers 47, no. 1 (2018): 21-48. Sinnott-Armstrong, Walter and Robert Fogelin. Understanding Arguments. Ninth Edition. Stamford, CT: Cengage Learning, 2015. Stenmark, Mikael. "What is Scientism?" Religious Studies 33, no. 1 (1997): 15-32. Van Norden, Bryan. "Western Philosophy is Racist." Aeon, October 31, 2017a. Accessed on August 12, 2018. https://aeon.co/essays/why-the-western-philosophical-canon-is-xenophobicand-racist. Van Norden, Bryan. Taking Back Philosophy: A Multicultural Manifesto. New York: Columbia University Press, 2017b. Van Vleet, Jacob E. Informal Logical Fallacies: A Brief Guide. Lahman, MD: University Press of America, 2011. Walton, Douglas N. and Erik C. W. Krabbe. Commitment in Dialogue: Basic Concepts of Interpersonal Reasoning. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995. 14 Weinberg, Steven. Dreams of a Final Theory: The Scientist's Search for the Ultimate Laws of Nature. New York: Random House, 1994. Wills, Bernard. "Why Mizrahi Needs to Replace Weak Scientism With an Even Weaker Scientism." Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective 7, no. 5 (2018a): 18-24. Wills, Bernard. "On the Limits of any Scientism." Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective 7, no. 7 (2018b): 34-39.